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Abstract 

Keywords
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Stångehuvud is a nature reserve in Ly-

sekil where not only its nature, proxi-

mity to the sea and spectacular granite 

landscape is of importance. A predo-

minant part of its identity is also rela-

ted to human activity and intervention 

- the traces of sharp scars left in the 

granite from the stone industry as well 

as the spirit and persistence of a person 

who singlehandedly came to save the 

landscape for the generations to come. 

They all play a part in creating the col-

lected identity of Stångehuvud, all part 

of how we perceive and value the site 

today.

Growing up in the small coastal town 

of Lysekil, I can see how my own iden-

tity in many was has been shaped by 

the surrounding landscapes. The strong 

salty winds, the coarse red granite and 

the open horizon of Stångehuvud be-

coming a multifaceted identity-bearer 

for many. 

The idea behind this thesis grew from 

a personal fascination of the lands-

cape and history of the site. From the 

anecdotes of the stonemasons of my 

own family, spending their days in the 

quarries of Stångehuvud, as well the 

alluring stories of the brave and per-

sistent Calla Curman refusing to ob-

serve the fragmentations of the natural 

granite landscape. These historical and 

contemporary values created an inte-

rest in how architecture can be positio-

ned in the perception and experience 

of a landscape. Containing and high-

lighting historical details, artefacts and 

stories while also becoming a contem-

porary meeting place where history, 

culture and landscape can intersect.

Through research by design, this thesis 

aims towards creating an understanding 

of the possibilities of the relationship 

between architecture and landscape by 

exploring the visible and invisible repre-

sentations of architecture and tectonics.  

The goal is to highlight the sometimes 

conflicting history of Stångehuvud - to 

raise awareness of the human interac-

tions that came to shape, shatter and 

save the nature reserve. Through the 

addition of a museum pavilion and 

community space I aim to create a new 

platform for these stories to be shared, 

creating additional values to the expe-

rience of the nature reserve today.
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Figure 1: Fyren vid Stångehufud, Lysekil

Hugo Hallgren, 1902

Image part of Public Domain
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Discourse

Research question
How can architecture function to enhan-

ce the experience of a nature reserve and 

its cultural values?

Sub-question: 

How can one design a public building to 

enhance the historical, cultural and na-

tural values of Stångehuvud? 

Aim
The aim of this master’s thesis is to in-

vestigate the intersection of landscape, 

culture and built form through a building 

proposal situated in a landscape with 

both cultural, natural and historical sig-

nificance. With a predicted outcome of 

a museum pavilion with exhibition and 

community space, contributing to the 

preservation and presentation of local 

history, culture and identity.  

Method
Initial research was focused on the histo-

ry of the site as well as theoretical studies 

of the relationship between architecture 

and landscape. Through site analysis and 

studies of built references a collection of 

design strategies was formulated - a tool 

and a foundation utilised in the develop-

ment of the design proposal, conducted 

through a research by design-method.

Delimitations 
The main focus of this master’s thesis pro-

ject is a speculative proposal for a mu-

seum pavilion based on the natural and 

historical values of the nature reserve of 

Stångehuvud, Lysekil. Design strategies, 

building program and project site is esti-

mated by the author based on the resear-

ch presented in the chapters Introduction 

and Framework. Shoreline protection is 

not taken in consideration. 

Reading instructions
INTRODUCTION

Describing the master’s thesis main ob-

jectives, theoretical framework and 

background.

FRAMEWORK

Consists of the analysis that frames the 

project; studies of built references, site 

and space program - resulting in a set of 

design strategies used further on. 

DESIGN PROPOSAL

The drawings, perspectives and diagrams 

describing the thesis design proposal. 

EPILOGUE

Including the concluding summary and 

reflection, bibliography as well as an ap-

pendix with full scale drawings.
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Historical traces

Olivia Malm, 2020
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Architecture & place
The significance of the relationship 

between architecture and its surroun-

ding landscape has been discussed, 

defined and re-defined through many 

theoretical practices. In a conversation 

between architects Peter Zumthor and 

Juhani Pallasmaa, presented in the ex-

hibition ”New Nordic – Architecture & 

Identity” (2012) at Louisiana Museum 

of Modern Art, Zumthor describes ar-

chitecture’s relation to place as ”A tri-

bute to the landscape” (Kjeldsen et al., 

2012). This raises the question on how 

architecture can play a roll in creating 

and maintaining a link between a place 

and an individual. Linking the identities 

of the two, creating a strong bond that 

enhances the experience and establis-

hes new levels of awareness on precon-

ditions and values of a place. 

In Den osynliga arkitekturen (1987) Finn 

Werne describes a place as something 

living, that you can get to know and that 

can act responding to the individual. 

How and if a place will respond is based 

on the previous knowledge and emotio-

nal connections between the particular 

place and the visitor. The same applies 

to buildings or spaces. Thereby previo-

us memories and experiences of similar 

places can be linked to a new one, ena-

bling a place to respond to the individu-

al and thereby deepen their bond.

Identity & responding places
Identity is a multifaceted term descri-

bing something both personal and in-

ternal, defining our relations to other 

individuals and groups as well as our 

relationships to places. Identity can be 

described as a constant sum of our ex-

periences; our traditions, history, social 

connections and geography. It defines 

how we perceive and describe oursel-

ves in mechanisms relating to the past, 

present and future. (Kjeldsen et al., 

2012)

Finn Werne (1987) describes the bond 

created between the individual and a 

place using the terms topophilia and 

cosmophilia. A topophilic relation is 

created by an individual with a strong 

and continuous connection to a place. 

A cosmophilic relation however relates 

to the occasional and anonymous visi-

tor, enjoying a short term visit without 

the engagement in real topics related to 

a site. Thereby you could say that indi-

viduals create different relationships to 

a place, leaning towards a topophilic or 

cosmophilic approach, based on their 

Background
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perception of their own identity and 

how this in turn corresponds to the per-

ceived identity of a place.

Creating architecture with a strong 

connection to the place, allowing the 

landscape to respond to the individual, 

could come to slowly erase the borders 

between the topophilic and cosmophi-

lic visitors - unifying them in the expe-

rience of a responding landscape.

Weathering architecture
Described by Jonathan Hill (2012) in 

”Weather architecture”, there is an im-

portance in acknowledging the relation 

between weather and architecture. Se-

eing as the weather has the power of 

making architecture site-specific, com-

bating globalisation by bringing atten-

tion to local changes of season and 

climate, creating buildings that coex-

ists with their immediate environments. 

(Hill, 2012) Weather also makes archi-

tecture more ambiguous and open to 

interpretations and use.

”Just as the intermingling of natural and 

human forces creates the contempo-

rary climate and weather, a building 

results from the relations between 

nature and culture that arise during its 

conception, construction and use” 

 Jonathan Hill (2012, p.321)

The exposure to weather also is a way 

to recognise the effects of time as well 

as the significance of natural forces - 

of which architects have little control. 

A building is positioned as an object 

related to time, open (and exposed) to 

change during both conception, use 

and decay. (Hill, 2012) Using weather 

as a metaphor to understand time, the 

term weathering should not necessarily 

be seen as equivalent to decay. Instead 

it can be protective and stimulating, 

as the rust coating Corten steel, crea-

ting attention to the dynamic relation 

between life, time, change, landscape 

and architecture. 

Nature / culture
Throughout the history of ideas in the 

western world, the companionship of 

the pair ”nature and culture” has been 

both argued for as well as disputed. As 

argued by Caldenby in Slash architectu-

re (2013) ”Architecture as matter has 

one foot in the world of science, whi-

le architecture as space has its other 

foot in the world of mankind” (p. 15).  

Describing architecture as balancing 

on, or perhaps defining, the slash in the 

nature/culture-divide where architectu-

re is nature’s matter shaped into human 

space (Caldenby, 2013). 
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Figure 2: Skandia granit AB 

Terje Fredh, 1964

Image part of Public Domain
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”Building is a brutal confrontation 

between nature and culture, and in that 

confrontation one can find balance and 

beauty” 

        Sverre Fehn (Caldenby, 2013, p.15)

The term ”slash-architecture” is des-

cribed by Caldenby (2013) as bridging 

the nature/culture divide - making it in-

habitable. Exploring what the two have 

in common, without rejecting the dif-

ferences. Following the success of the 

Swedish Naturum, creating educational 

experiences in nature, Caldenby poses 

the question of why there are Naturum 

visitor centres, but not Kulturum visitors 

centres, broadening from on-site natu-

re-focused heritage museums to include 

the culture of the city and society.

Building & tectonics
As defined by Werne in Den osynliga ar-

kitekturen (1987), there is a double re-

presentation in architecture. First there 

is the visible architecture; the form and 

guise, based on our direct perception of 

the materials, walls, ceilings, openings 

and so on. Then there is the invisible 

architecture, created in our minds and 

given attributes and meaning based on 

feelings and spatial experiences. In the 

end it is the relation between these two 

perceptions, the visible and invisible, 

where tectonic attributes can surround a 

visitor and come to establish an uncons-

cious comprehension of space, structure 

and architecture (Werne, 1987).

Pavilion Stångehuvud
This thesis project aims to investigate the 

intersection of landscape, culture and 

built form through a design proposal, si-

tuated in a landscape with both cultural, 

natural and historical significance. High-

lighting these values and creating a cont-

emporary meaning and experience for 

both locals and visitors through a new 

exhibition and meeting space. Explo-

ring how architecture and tectonics, by 

the use of visible and invisible represen-

tation, can contribute to strengthen the 

bond between landscape, local history, 

identity and people. 
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Figure 3: Engelbert på Stångehufud 

Hugo Hallengren, 1900

Image part of Public Domain
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Lysekil - defined by the sea 
In the province of Bohuslän on the west 

coast of Sweden we find the small town of 

Lysekil. Positioned on a peninsula, Lysekil 

is defined by the close contact with the sea 

and surrounded by a vast number of small 

islands. Bordering Gullmarn in the south, 

Swedens only threshold fjord, and Brofjor-

den in the north has put Lysekil in a favoura-

ble geographical position defining the histo-

rical and modern development of the town. 

(Bergman, 1982)

From the 1500s and forward multiple herring 

periods formed the development of Lysekil, 

the latest in the 19th century - establishing 

industries for fish preserving and tin manu-

facturing. Gullmarn being the southern bor-

der for the characteristic red Bohus granite 

created prerequisites for the stone industry 

to establish, quarrying and shipping grani-

te from the early 1800s onwards. Simulta-

neously the tourist industry was initiated, 

with focus on the recreational values of the 

bath establishing Lysekil as seaside resort for 

the wealthy. Today Lysekil is mostly defined 

by the modern industry of oil refinery, mari-

ne biological research and tourism - all ena-

bled by the contact to the open sea and deep 

fjords. (Bergman, 1982)

The largely popular area of Stångehuvud 

is closely connected to the local identity 

of Lysekil. Characterised by the red Bohus 

granite, the area became associated with 

the stone industry that was initiated in the 

1840s, shattering the soft stone landscape. 

The area was later bought by Calla Curman 

(1850-1935) and donated as a ”monument 

of nature” to be preserved as a recreational 

area and a nature reserve.

Situation & context

Position of Lysekil in Bohuslän, Sweden
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Stångehuvud Nature Reserve
Walking along Kuststigen walking trail, 

Stångehuvud provides a scenic route 

in a topographical landscape formed 

by the ice-ages. At first glance the bar-

ren landscape might seem bare and 

unfruitful, but over 260 plant species 

can be found in the reserve, finding 

their own ways to survive the seasons. 

Being positioned on the outmost point 

on the peninsula of Lysekil, Stångehu-

vud is heavily exposed to the changing 

weather over the year. Rainy, cold and 

stormy seasons in combination with 

the majorly topographical character of 

the landscape, often affecting the ac-

cessibility to the nature reserve and its 

walking trails.

Being the most southern occurrence 

of Bohus granite, Stångehuvud provi-

des a geologically varied landscape. 

The coarse-grained granite at Stång-

ehuvud, given its red tint by potassi-

um feldspar, became appreciated as a 

constructive material for its ability to 

endure the acidity of rain (Andersson, 

1996).

Lighthouse at Stångehuvud

Olivia Malm, 2021
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Stångehuvud

Olivia Malm, 2020
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Stångehuvud

1. Gullmarsvallen football feild

2. Parkinglot

3. Pinnevik beach

4. Stångholmesund marina & boathouses

5. Proposed site

6. The Lighthouse

7. Munkevik marina & boathouses

8. Hästevik former industry dock

9. Galleberget former quarry

10. Rinkenäs marina & boathouses

11. Campus Väst highschool

12. Dona residential area

Towards the lighthouse 
Passing the small beach Pinnevik (3), 

reaching Stångholmesund (4) where the 

stone industry had one of its outposts. To-

day a marina, home to a canoe club and 

a popular bathing spot for the local kids 

- swimming across to Stångholmen and 

jumping from the high rocks. Entering 

the nature reserve from the south, via 

the stone stairs, one experiences a first 

view of the beautiful landscape. Often 

used as a location for ceremonial purpo-

ses of weddings or spreading of ashes. 

Continuing north towards the lighthouse 

(6) , built in 1890, the remainders and 

effects of the stone industry is visible. In 

the northern bays of Munkevik, Hästevik 

and Galleberget (7-9) the quarries left 

the landscape shattered and fractured.
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Calla Curman 
- saviour of Stångehuvud

During the fruitful years of the stone in-

dustry, granite from Stångehuvud was 

exported across the globe. From streets 

in Argentina to stairs by the Washington 

monument in Philadelphia. (Andersson, 

1996) Simultaneously the tourist industry 

is initiated in Lysekil with focus on recre-

ational baths and visits in nature. Calla 

Curman, together with her husband Carl 

Curman, is from 1878 and onwards one 

of the most influential summer residents. 

With husband Dr Carl Curman initiating 

the recreational bathing facilities in Lyse-

kil with focus on the cold and warm baths. 

Residing in Stockholm, Calla Curman is 

known as an eminent public debater, au-

thor, intellectual, philanthropist as well as 

member and founder of multiple organi-

sations. With a persisting aim of creating 

spaces and contexts for gatherings with 

focus on intellectual exchange she was a 

founding member of the women organi-

sation Sällskapet Nya Idun, with eminent 

and renowned members like Ellen Key, 

Anna Whitlock, Hanna Winge and Agda 

Montelius. Many namnes well known 

within the Swedish womens-right-move-

ment of the late 1800s.

During Calla Curmans visits to Lysekil she 

grew increasingly devastated by the af-

fects of the industry at Stångehuvud. With 

strong persistence she takes it upon her-

self to save the landscape. As the exports 

slowed down during WW1, she saw her 

chance. From 1916 she spends a small 

fortune buying 16 hectares of land, often 

meeting resistance leading to the use of 

decoys. With the final purchase in 1920 

the unselfish act of Calla Curman is fina-

lised. Ensuring the preservation of Stång-

ehuvud for generations to come, Calla 

Curman donates the land to the Royal 

Academy of Science in 1925. Almost 60 

years later in 1982 Stångehuvud is decla-

red as a nature reserve. (Andersson, 1996)

Stonemasons 
- community & politics

The history of the stone industry left not 

only leave traces in nature, but also in sur-

rounding the societies. Research on the 

vast group of the stonemasons tells a fasci-

nating story of strong communities, cama-

raderies and hard labour as well as radical 

politics, conflicts, culture and education. 

The community formed by this group cre-

ated values, both materialised and intan-

gible, that lives on not only though stories 

of ancestors but as coherent parts of the 

communities along the Bohus-coast today. 

As described by Östlund et al. in Granit-

industri (2008) the labour in the stone in-

dustry was hard and stonemasons immig-

rated to where work was found. Soon the 

mentality of the workforce grew strong, 

Cultural-historical values
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Figure 6: Demonstration meeting, Stångehuvud

Hugo Hallgren, 1902

Image part of Public Domain

Figure 5: Calla inspecting the shattered landscape

Hugo Hallgren, 1907

Image part of Public Domain
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rooted in the co-operative manor of the 

centuries of fishing (vadlag) in Bohus-

län. The working-culture of the stonema-

sons became a hotbed for the syndicalist 

”ung-socialism”-movement, expressed 

through the organisation of national tra-

de unions as early as 1889. During the 

following years multiple conflicts disbur-

sed with the trade unions demanding fair 

pay and work-rights. With strikes ending 

in lockouts, turmoil and violent conflicts 

between the workers and military, as 

during the Vinbräcka-conflict in 1908. 

(Östlund et al., 2008)

This strong community also came to have 

a leading roll in the democratisation of 

the society, with traces still evident today. 

By founding the Folkets Hus-movement 

in the small costal societies, the stonema-

sons and their families created a strong 

community. (Östlund et al., 2008) Buil-

ding physical meeting-places where the 

community could have gatherings, discus-

sing politics and democratic values, me-

diate knowledge and education through 

reading-groups and libraries; as well as 

to spread contemporary culture through 

movies, music, dance and celebration. 

Although the work in the stone industri-

es in Bohuslän would come to cease, as 

a result of the world wars and economic 

depressions of the early 1900s, many of 

the democratic values and collective so-

lidarity of the stonemasons would live on 

- becoming a part of the Swedish society 

of today. 

Intangible values
The simultaneous growth of the stone in-

dustry and the tourism in Lysekil during 

the late 1800s spurred discussions and 

conflict between the locals and the 

tourists. The conflicting interests in the use 

of Stångehuvud was evident; as a recre-

ational space in the eyes of the summer 

residents or as a source of livelihood for 

the local stone masons. Although the dif-

ferences in socio-economic backgrounds 

are clear, research on the objectives and 

lives of these individuals presents simila-

rities in the pursue of creating spaces and 

contexts for communal gatherings, activi-

ties and upholding of culture and identity. 

Looking back at this discussion today, it 

becomes evident how much history and 

identity Stångehuvud bares for the town 

of Lysekil. While being heavily dependent 

on the stone industry for its development 

in the late 1800s, the introduction of the 

summer tourism gave new perspectives on 

the values of the natural landscape. Today 

the result of Calla Curmans persistence is 

evident. Bringing together both locals and 

tourists in valuing and appreciating the 

dramatic landscape of the nature reserve 

of Stångehuvud.
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Figure 8: Stonemasons, Härnäset

Unknown, 1924

Image part of Public Domain

Figure 7: Recreation in Stångehuvud 

Hugo Hallgren, 1900

Image part of Public Domain
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The coarse-grained granite of Stångehu-

vud is constructed by the minerals felds-

par, quartz and mica. Characterised by 

its red tint from the potassium feldspar 

and the black and silver glimmers of 

the mica. (Andersson, 1996) The coar-

seness of the granite can be seen visibly 

shifting texture in the landscape, from 

a bumpy and matt surface to a shiny 

and almost slippery. Pegmatite, a grani-

te with larger crystals, can also be seen 

cutting thought the landscape. Creating 

shiny and light streaks in the granite, 

rejected as ”katter” (cats) by the stone-

masons who saw them as an unreliable 

obstacle.

The work of the stonemasons located 

out in the open was hard and often pro-

ne to accidents. The companionship of 

the blacksmith was indispensable, pro-

viding the tools necessary - hammers, 

chisels, rods, drills and wedges. Before 

the introduction of machinery and drills 

the labour of extracting the stone blocks 

was made solely by hand. (Svidén, 

2008) Working collaboratively to crea-

te deep holes in the granite using iron 

rods and sledgehammers, then using 

gunpowder and iron wedges to extract 

the blocks from the landscape. The sto-

nemason was only paid for the final 

product and although highly skilled the 

failures during production, called ”var-

gar” (wolves), was discarded and simply 

left on site.

The traces from the stone industry 

depicts a brutal confrontation between 

man and nature. While it’s easy to dis-

card these traces only as destructive 

and harmful, they portray the stories 

from a bygone era. The sharp wounds, 

discarded stone-blocks and rusty irons 

tell stories of when the granite was the 

livelihood and Stångehuvud the scene 

of the labor. 

Granite & stonemasonry
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Traces at Stångehuvud

Olivia Malm, 2021

Figure 9: Stonemasons, Hunnebostrand

Viktor Lundgren, unknown year

Image part of Public Domain
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Reference studies

The extension of 2017 is the latest ad-

dition in a line of prior extensions of 

Skissernas Museum, aiming to create a 

stronger position for the museum in the 

urban context (Statens fastighetsverk, 

2017). As the winner of the Kasper Salin 

award in 2017 the building was praised 

for its precise and detailed architectu-

ral ambition, strengthening the bond to 

both the exhibition and the surrounding 

landscape.

The extension houses a foyer, shop, res-

taurant and a multi-purpose hall - pro-

jecting the slightly bent volumes into 

the adjacent park. Connecting to the 

diagonal movements of the landscape 

and releasing itself from the straight grid 

of the nearby street (Archdaily, 2017). 

Creating a pronounced first meeting 

with the visitor as well as a dynamic re-

lation to its surroundings.

The spacious character of the foyer hall 

creates an intriguing first meeting with 

the interior spaces of the museum. A 

flexible space, that can be used for gre-

etings, gatherings as well as exhibitions, 

creating a new threshold between the 

museum and the park - the interior ex-

hibitions and exterior urban life.

The corten-panel facade, with hidden 

attachments on a wooden construction, 

was chosen for its abilities to create dy-

namic relations to the existing red-brick 

and concrete buildings of the prior ex-

tensions. The window arrangements aim 

to reach an experience of transparency, 

without using large glass surface. Cre-

ating and highlighting selected views 

from inside-out as well as outside-in 

and through the building.

This project was used as a reference for 

its materiality and construction as well 

as its dynamic relation to its surroun-

dings. Using angled volumes to create 

relations to existing movements through 

the park and urban landscape, as well 

as the use of maintenance free and 

weathering corten-steel on a wooden 

construction.

Fr
am

ew
or

k

Skissernas Museum, Lund
Elding Oscarson, 2017
Extension of museum building
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Figures 10-12: Skissernas Museum 

Åke E:son Lindman

Used with permission
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1. WALL
Screen facade, Corten steel panels, gap joint
Attachment profiles
Wind stopper
8 minteral board
25 steel profiles
20 mineral wool board
170 c60 wooden stud, mineral wool
12 construction plywood
Vapor barrier
45 wooden stud, curved to walls
12.5 gypsum board
6 birch plywood, glued

2. GROUND
70 reinforced concrete, steel throwelled
80 reinforced concrete
300 rock wool

3. ROOF
30 sedum roof
25 draining waterproof layer
20 hard mineral wool board, pitched
280-380 minteral wool, wedged
Vapor barrier
23 tounge-in-groove wood
Sound absorbent

4. PLYWOOD BEAM
600x75 c1200 sunfeather pattern

5. AIR SUPPLY 

Wall section foyer

Scale 1:20 (A4)

Drawing & information based on original 
material from Elding Oscarson Architects. 
Used with permission

2 5

4

3

1
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Positioned in the nature reserve Otten-

by. The pavilion was built to house an 

exhibition on migratory birds, later mo-

ved into a new adjacent Naturum. With 

a simple yet detailed construction the 

symmetric pavilion consists of one room 

with in- and outlooks through glass-slits 

between the walls. Functioning both as 

the exterior walls and interior exhibition 

screens creating a strong connection 

between landscape, space and exhibi-

tion. 

The pavilion is today a part of the ex-

perience of a visit in the nature reserve, 

despite no longer housing a permanent 

exhibition (Allt på Öland, 2021). Used 

today as a flexible space for temporary 

use and exhibitions set in a beautiful 

landscape. This project is used as a refe-

rence for its long-term yet flexible use of 

a space - manifested through the expe-

rience of the relation between landscape 

and architecture.

Figures 13-14: Flyttfågelmuseet

Stefan Svenaeus

Used with permission

Flyttfågelmuseet, Öland
Jan Gezelius, 1961
Exhibition pavillion
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This residential project was a collabora-

tion between architecture studio Abbink 

X de Haas and dutch designer Chris Ka-

bel. Positioned in the centre of Amster-

dam within the historic textile-quarters 

(Fearson, 2012), the building is draped 

in a perforated facade - flowing like tex-

tile curtain.  

Using industrially produced aluminium 

sheets punched with hexagon shapes 

that are bent up or down - allowing the 

”pixels” to either catch light or cast sha-

dow portraying a pixellated image of a 

curtain. 

The white perforated panels also form 

shutters, covering the openings of the 

building. Placing the sliding shutter in-

ternally and integrated in the facade a 

slight depth-effect is created within the 

buildings sheer and textile outer skin. 

This project was used as a reference for 

its ability to use perforation to create 

depth and contrast, portraying a textile 

surface and that can be used as a con-

trast to a solid metal surface. The inte-

grated and internal sliding shutters also 

inspires in both its construction and ap-

pearance, creating a unique light-play 

enhancing the textile especially at night. 

Between the sheets, Amsterdam
Abbink X de Haas & Chris Kabel, 2012
Residential building
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Figures 15-17: Between the sheets

Luuk Kramer

Used with permission
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The Norwegian scenic routes is a prai-

sed project by The Norwegian Public 

Roads Administration, highlighting and 

promoting the experience of the Nor-

wegian landscape through additions 

of architecture, art and design (Nor-

wegian Scenic Routes, 2021). The addi-

tions range from larger visitors centres 

to smaller reststops and viewpoints, all 

with the aim of allowing architectu-

re and design to interact and interplay 

with landscape. Strengthening the ex-

perience of the spectacular Norwegian 

landscape. Renowned Norwegian and 

international architects has contributed 

with their work, such as Snøhetta, Jen-

sen & Skodvin and Peter Zumthor.

With varied designs, functions and pro-

grams all the structures of the scenic 

route-project works to incorporate de-

sign with the experience of landscapes. 

Enhancing characteristics such as pano-

ramic views, materiality, shifting climate 

and weather, as well as historical values 

and the traditional Norwegian spirit. 

For example the simple yet striking 

lanscape architecture of Kleivodden rest 

stop by Landskapsfabrikken AS and Inge 

Dahlman. Combining the solid materia-

lity with a reflective polished surface of 

the stone benches to interplay with the 

view of the open horizon and the vast 

Arctic Ocean. Using design as a means 

to make experiences of landscape ac-

cessible while enhancing its natural 

values.

These projects was used as inspiring re-

ferences for their aim of connecting ar-

chitecture and art to  the experience of a 

beautiful landscape. Through both large 

and small design-projects attracting vis-

itors and tourism while also celebrating 

both local culture and natural values.

Norwegian scenic routes
Landscape meeting architecture
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Figure 18: Reststop at Kleivodden, Norwegian Scenic Routes

Architect Inge Dahlman, Landskapsfabrikken

Per Ritzler / Statens vegvesen 

Used with permission
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Movement & visits 
The selected site has the potential to hou-

se a new building relating to both the 

nature and history of Stångehuvud. Posi-

tioned just outside of the reserve the site 

is today a non-programmed gravel plane, 

formerly used as a dock for the stone in-

dustry. Accessible via a paved road, and 

passed by all visitors to the nature reserve 

walking along Kuststigen. The area is also 

visited by locals for access to the marina, 

the boathouses (1) as well as the bathing 

spot (4). 

Building placement
Inspired by the many square granite 

blocks left behind from the era of the sto-

ne industry, the building volume (7) is pla-

ced following the topography of the sharp 

edges of the high granite rocks as well as 

the movement passing by the site. Ope-

ning up towards the open horizon facing 

west, creating a strong bond to both the 

natural elements as well as the man-ma-

de traces of the granite landscape.

Site analysis

1. Boat houses

2. Boat storage

3. Preserved granite dock

4. Bathing ladder

5. Preserved granite rock

6. Stone rubble

7. Proposed building

8. Sealed WW2 shelters

9. Stone stairs

Site section A-A

Scale 1:1000 (A4)

+2

+10
+15

+20m
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Proposed site today

Scale 1:1000 (A4)

Border nature reserve

Movement 

View

2

1

34
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Granite dock from industryIron rods left in granite Re-using granite

Discarded sharp blocks Stone stairs & blocksBoat houses in topography

Olivia Malm, 2020
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Terrain & landscape
From what once was the soft and 

untouched granite rocks, like the 

ones found in the nature reserve, 

this site has been transformed 

and affected by the impact of 

mankind. Today, varying traces 

from this era can be found. From 

the preserved loading-dock (3) 

constructed of carefully shaped 

granite blocks, to the rusty iron 

rods left in the granite walls by 

the sealed shelters from World 

War II (8). 

The landscape here is highly cha-

racterised by these visible traces, 

creating a contrasting homoge-

neity among the many different 

shapes and forms of the granite 

found here. From the untouched 

granite rocks by the sea (5) to the 

discarded stone rubble (6), ma-

king the water as well as the be-

autiful view of the light house in 

the far distance unaccessible. 

Climate & weather
The site, as well as the nature 

reserve itself, is affected by the 

forces of the weather and climate 

over the year. Being positioned 

by the open sea, the salty and 

strong winds will often characte-

rise a visit to the site - in one way 

highlighting the natural forces of 

the landscape. 

Site section B-B

Scale 1:1000 (A4)

+9m
+5+5 +3+3 +2
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Overview of project site

Project site View towards west

Olivia Malm, 2021
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Image found during historic site-research, my grandmothers grandfather 

Simone Gabrielli (b. 1845 Tyrol, Italy) 3rd from the right on first row. 

Photo taken on project site, by the former loading dock (no. 5 siteplan).

Figure 19: Stonemasons at Stångehuvud

Unknown photographer, 1895
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Space program

The nature reserve of Stångehuvud has 

acted as a collective place for centuries. 

Besides the natural qualities of the lands-

cape, the act of meeting and joining for-

ces has been a common theme for the 

human activities throughout the history 

of the site. The main aim of this project is 

to create a public building, highlighting 

the characteristics and history of Stånge-

huvud, creating a meeting place for both 

tourists and locals. Enhancing the expe-

rience of the visit in the nature reserve 

and unlocking the collective potentials 

of the site also today.

The program is aiming to create spaces 

where exhibition and community can 

meet, based on a plan-concept with free 

movements inspired by the openness of 

the nature reserve. Using movement to 

interweave the functions of the building, 

creating curiosity and meetings between 

people.

The entrance gallery, the central core 

and communication spaces, connects 

the main spaces and simultaneously dis-

plays a permanent exhibition portraying 

the history of the site. 

The community gallery combines a com-

munity space with exhibition. A space 

for planned or spontaneous gatherings - 

for the locals to meet for a fika, sharing 

their stories with curious tourists visiting 

the exhibition.

The exhibition gallery houses a space for 

temporary or permanent exhibitions to 

be experienced. This space can also be 

furnished for larger gatherings. 

Pavilion Stångehuvud
Entrance 20 m2

Entrance gallery 51.2 m2

Exhibition gallery 51.6 m2

Storage & technique 17.6 m2

Community gallery 33 m2

Cloak room 5.2 m2

Cleaning 1.8 m2

WC Accessible 5.2 m2

WC 2.9 m2

Kitchenette

Total footprint 265 m2
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Space connection diagram

Exhibition 
gallery

Community
gallery

WC, 
Cloak room & 

kitchenette

Storage
& tech

Entrance Entrance 
gallery
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Design strategies

The proposed design strategies are based on 

the theoretical research, the site analysis as 

well as reference studies found in the chap-

ter Introduction and Framework.  

Developed dynamically during research and 

sketching with the aim to enhance the iden-

tity of Stångehuvud and portray an answer to 

the proposed research questions. 

The strategies was used as a tool during the 

design process - motivating and framing the 

work as well as creating delimitations. They 

can also be seen as an introduction to the 

design proposal, mediating the aim of the 

project to the reader.

Portraying the identity of Stångehuvud
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- ENCOURAGE MEETINGS with a building program inspired by the historical 
collective factors of Stångehuvud, highlighting importance of gatherings for both 
Calla Curman and the stonemason community.

- EXHIBIT historical and contemporary qualities of Stångehuvud through tempo-
rary and permanent exhibitions. 

- INTERSECT FUNCTIONS of meetings and exhibition - encourage meetings 
between locals and visitors, creating a topophilic bond between all visitors and 
the landscape (Werne, 1987)

- ACKNOWLEDGE traces from human activity & stone industry by allowing them 

to inspire the design;

- METHODS of stonemasonry shaping the granite (sharp edges, drill holes & dis-

carded granite blocks) to inspire a solid block-like building shape

- TOOLS of stonemasonry (rusting iron rods left in granite) inspiring use of exteri-

orly weathering Corten steel

- GRANITE characteristics (solid/broken, scarred/untouched, glimmering/rough) 
to inspire a solid yet dynamic exterior 

- TOPOGRAPHY of project site become base for building placement 

- CLIMATE & WEATHER creating need of protective exterior & materiality

- FREE MOVEMENTS in landscape of Stångehuvud inspiring sequences of space 
and to encourage movement in plan, intersecting functions of building

BUILD ON THE CULTURE OF STÅNGEHUVUD - Building program

based on theoretical studies & site research

PORTRAY VESTIGES IN STONE - Exterior & form

based on studies of site, granite & stonemasonry

RECOGNIZE SITE-PREREQUISITES - Placement & materiality

based on site analysis
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Pavilion Stångehuvud
Vestige of Stone

Design proposal
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Exterior view

Arriving to Pavilion Stångehuvud - a building celebrating the past, present and future of 

the nature reserve of Stångehuvud. Exhibiting the historical, natural and cultural values 

encouraging visitors and locals to gather around the Vestiges of Stone.
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Volume studies at Stångehuvud

Finding inspiration in the discarded granite and on-site traces from the stone 

industry - adapting shape to topography and acknowledging traces of mankind.
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Building concept
Introduction of

Solid volumes
Inspired by discarded granite blocks left on site, two 

solid building-volumes are placed in relation to the 

topography & movements of the site, connected by a 

central entrance hall.

Shifting exterior
Clad exteriorly in a weathering Corten steel, inspired 

by the materiality of the handicraft & tools of the sto-

ne industry. With maintenance-free and weathering 

properties the Corten steel is developed over time 

due to climate and weather, creating a dynamic and 

site-specific architecture. 

A protective layer of perforated Corten-shutters co-

vers the openings. Allowing use, time, weather and 

season to affect the experience of the building - much 

like the factors affecting the experience of the lands-

cape at Stångehuvud.

Plan & movement
Inspired by the free movements of the nature reserve, 

the building plan interweaves spaces and functions 

of exhibition and community through movement 

around central cores.

derived from design strategies
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Building & site

Physical model

1:100
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The solid building volumes, 
inspired by discarded granite 
blocks left on site, are connec-
ted by a central entrance - gla-
sed on both sides creating views 
towards both the open sea and 
the granite wall behind. 

The building is equipped with 
perforated window shutters, 
creating a protective yet dyna-
mic layer contributing to the so-
lid expression. Although when 
lit from inside creating a thin 
and textile-like vail, glimmering 
like the minerals of the granite.

Perforated window shutters 



Site plan

1:400 (A4)

0 10 20m

1. Pavilion Stångehuvud

2. New bathing spot

3. Outdoor seating with granite table

4. Barbecue & seating area 

5. Boat houses

6. Stone rubble

7. Sealed WW2 shelters 

8. Stone stairs entering Stångehuvud 

9. Benches

The site is characterised by the 

many visible traces of the stone in-

dustry. Pavilion Stångehuvud is pla-

ced in relation to the sharp edges 

of the granite landscape, following 

the steep and high walls as well as 

the movement to and from the na-

ture reserve. Opening up towards 

the visitor and creating a bond to 

the topography of the site. 

The site program combines high-

lighting the existing character and 

unlocking new potential values for 

visits and recreation. Outdoor sea-

ting (3 & 9) and barbecue area (4) 

as well as a bathing- and sunba-

thing-spot (2) facing the view of the 

open sea, unlocks new potentials 

while keeping parts of the landsca-

pe as memories from the past. 

The building is placed integrated in 

the level gravel plane of the lands-

cape, kept as a testament of the his-

tory of the site together with a wild 

vegetation and the stone rubble fa-

cing the sea. 

2

9
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Site section A-A

1:400 (A4)

0 10 20m
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Site section B-B

1:400 (A4)

0 10 20m
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The two main building volumes are con-

nected by the central entrance (1) and 

the Entrance Gallery (2). Inspired by the 

free movements of the nature reserve - 

the layout of the plan with the rear axis 

of the Entrance Gallery (2) and two cen-

tral cores (5 & 6) of the main galleries 

encourages an exploratory and free mo-

vement within the Pavilion. Interweaving 

the functions of the building through mo-

vement, encouraging meetings between 

visitors and enabling flexible use of the 

larger galleries (3 & 4). 

A reception greets the visitor in the en-

trance, followed by the central space of 

the Entrance gallery (2) connecting the 

main spaces with the rear axis of the 

building - combining movement with 

outlooks towards the granite wall and 

a permanent exhibition of the historical 

values of Stångehuvud.

The northern volume, the Exhibition gal-

ley (3), consist of a larger space used for 

temporary exhibitions or gatherings. The 

southern volume with the Community 

gallery combines a permanent exhibi-

tion with a meeting space for both locals 

and visitors, celebrating the historical 

culture of Stångehuvud influenced by 

the gatherings of the stonemasons and 

Calla Curman. A small kitchenette and 

the connection to the outer seating area 

provides opportunities for meetings over 

a fika.  

The windows in the larger volumes are 

equipped with wall-integrated win-

dow shutters of a thin perforated cor-

ten screen, mounted on electric sliding 

shutters. Enabling a protective layer from 

weather and sun while creating a dy-

namic exterior and interior expression 

depending on time of day, season and 

weather. Inspired by the shifting expe-

rience of the nature reserve depending 

on the intangible factors of weather, se-

ason and time. 

Building 

Pavilion Stångehuvud

1. Entrance

2. Entrance gallery

3. Exhibition gallery 

4. Community gallery

5. Storage & technique

6. Cloak room & toilets

7. Cleaning

8. Kitchenette

9. Outdoor seating

10. Seating & barbecue area
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Plan

Scale 1:150 (A4)
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The central entrance greets the visitor with a recep-

tion, providing information on current exhibitions 

and activities. Interweaved with the reception is 

central core of the Entrance gallery, with its glazed 

outlooks towards the granite walls and its round 

granite table generating the heart of the building. 

A space that, just like the building itself, intersects 

movements as well as functions of exhibition and 

gatherings. 

Re-purposing discarded granite for public seating 

and decoration is a tradition seen scattered around 

the town on Lysekil. The re-purposed round granite 

table of the entrance gallery is a remnant of the sto-

ne industry, originally found in the bay of Munkevik 

in the nature reserve, and becomes the focal point 

of the Entrance Gallery. Creating a meeting point 

during vernissages, exhibitions or gatherings - gre-

eting visitors and a space for mingle. Celebrating 

both historical and contemporary handicraft, the ta-

ble also becomes a solitaire art-piece while portray-

ing the identity of Stångehuvud and encouraging 

the visitors to gather around the Vestiges of Stone. 

Entrance 
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The Entrance Gallery
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Elevation entrance

Scale 1:50 (A4)

The glazed entrance welcomes the visitor, creating a 

weather-protected entry with the projecting roof that 

connects the two building volumes. 
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Section G-G, Entrance

Scale 1:50 (A4)

1. Glulam beam 140x315 cc1200
2. Entrance door - black aluminium cladding

3. Entrance lighting
4. Corten steel cladding

5. Granite bush hammered, milled non-slip tracks and integrated entrance gratings
6. Reception desk - on-site granite block, polished top-surface

7. Built in bookshelf - ash wood 
8. Exhibition information 

(9. Floor-integrated convection heater, only under windows)
10. Cast-in-place terrazzo, chips of Bohus granite

Wall-integrated shelving units stores library-sources and the reception desk, of discarded 

granite with preserved drill-traces and a polished top surface, unifies historical and 

contemporary local stonemasonry.

30  SEDUM ROOF
25  DRAINING
 WATERPROOF LAYER
20  HARD MINERAL WOOL BOARD
280-380 MINERAL WOOL
 VAPOR BARRIER
25x70 WOODEN BATTENS cc300
45  WOODEN BATTENS cc600 / INSTALLATIONS
25  ACOUSITC BOARD + WHITE ACOUSTIC PLASTER

3.5  CORTEN STEEL PANELS 
40  ATTACHMENT PROFILES
25  STEEL PROFILES VERTICAL
8  WIND PROTECTION BOARD
45  MINERAL WOOL / WOODEN STUD 
95  CLT WOOD
 WATERPROOFING LAYER x2 OVERLAPPING
 

Temporary exhibition

Vestiges in Stone
intangiable values of a landscape

7

1

2
6

8

34

5 (9) 10
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Exhibition gallery

Scale 1:100 (A4)
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The Exhibition Gallery

Light interior materials allows the exhibitions to be in focus. A cast-in-place terrazzo flooring, 

composed by chips of the red Bohus Granite, creates a connection between the interior and 

exterior landscape - portraying the shifting shapes of granite found at Stångehuvud.
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Community gallery

Scale 1:100 (A4)
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The Community Gallery

The community gallery creates a meeting place for locals and visitors, anchored in the active 

community of Lysekil. The community gallery combines a meeting space with permanent 

exhibitions, unifying visitors around the cultural and historical values of Stångehuvud.
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Section C-C

Scale 1:150 (A4)

0 52

The axis of the entrance gallery 
connecting functions and spaces 
in combination with exhibition 
and outlooks.  

4.2 m
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Section D-D

Scale 1:150 (A4)
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V D 2
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Section E-E

Scale 1:150 (A4)
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V D 2
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The Exhibition Gallery

The perforated sliding shutters provides a muted light and creates 

a shifting expression of solidity, encouraging a curiosity for 

movement through the building. 
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Elevation Southwest

Scale 1:150 (A4)

0 52

The exterior of the building is clad in corten 

panels, inspired by the traces of human kind 

in the landscape; the methods and tools used 

by the stonemasons.

The corten exterior has a subtle division 

with vertical gap-joints placed in relation to 

the window-openings, creating large corten 

surfaces contributing to the solid appearan-

ce of the building. Exposed to the harsh and 

salty climate, the expression of the weathe-

ring Corten develops over time, creating a 

site-specific building shaped by intangible 

factors and anchored in the landscape. 
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Elevation Southeast

Scale 1:150 (A4)

0 52

The tall windows are carved out of the solids, 

much like the effects of drills and hammers of 

the stonemasonry. The windows are placed 

in relation to the inner cores and movements 

of the building, meeting the floor and crea-

ting a bond between the interior and exterior 

landscapes. Slim windows, inspired by the 

drill-traces, face the granite wall (elevation 

northeast) providing outlooks as well as in-

terior wall surface for the permanent exhibi-

tion. 
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Elevation Northeast

Scale 1:150 (A4)

0 52
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Elevation Northwest

Scale 1:150 (A4)

0 52
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Alternative furnishing & use
Scale 1:250 (A4)

The different gallery-spaces of the 

building provides possibilities 

for flexible use for temporary or 

permanent exhibitions as well 

as gatherings. Inhabiting the 

Entrance gallery and its rear axis 

with a permanent exhibition 

provides flexible use of the 

front spaces of the volumes, for 

example allowing temporary 

exhibitions (plan 1) or gatherings 

(plan 2) to inhabit the spaces. 

Gatherings of differing sizes in both galleries - maybe 

a Sunday-night bookclub or a public lecture

Temporary exhibitions by local or invited artists in both 

galleries, the central entrance gallery a welcoming central 

space for mingle 
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Exterior & construction

The exterior corten-panels of the Pa-

vilion is mounted with hidden attach-

ments on vertical steel profiles, creating 

8mm gap joints and a subtle division of 

the facade. 

The solid expression of the building is 

also visible in the construction, creating 

a relation to the solid granite blocks and 

anchoring the tectonic approach in the 

landscape. The bearing exterior walls 

consists of a wooden construction and 

carries the roof beams with the help 

of the bearing CLT-walls of the central 

cores of the two volumes (no. 5 & 6 on 

Plan 1:150). 

The sedum roof creates a sustaina-

ble solution for the local climate, and 

provides a green birds-eye view from 

high up in the granite topography. The 

building is placed in the landscape on 

a ground concrete slab, allowing the 

existing surrounding landscape of the 

granite gravel to remain. 

Interior & sliding shutters

The neutral interior surfaces gives the 

exhibition and outlooks the main fo-

cus, while still interweaving inspiration 

from the landscape in the choice of ma-

terial. The cast-in-place terrazzo floo-

ring is tinted with a light-gray pigment 

and uses chips from on-site red Bohus 

granite. A durable flooring that crea-

tes a strong connection to the exterior 

landscape and becomes a celebration 

to the corse-grained red Bohus granite, 

charactrarised by its red tint and black 

and silver glimmers of mica. 

The wall-integrated sliding shutters, ea-

sily controlled by an electric motor, cre-

ates dynamic possibilities of use. The 

perforated sheet is mounted on a metal 

frame, sliding on a head and bottom rail. 

With a high perforation and percentage 

of open area the sliding shutter provi-

des a protective layer from weather and 

sun, while still allowing outlooks and a 

muted light to fill the rooms.

Detail
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Elevation - Exhibition Gallery

Scale 1:20 (A4)
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Section F-F, Exhibition hall

Scale 1:20 (A4)

1 ROOF
30  SEDUM ROOF
25  DRAINING
 WATERPROOF LAYER
20  HARD MINERAL WOOL BOARD, PITCHED
280-380  MINERAL WOOL, WEDGED SEGMENTS 
 / 115x270 cc1200 GLULAM BEAM 
 VAPOR BARRIER
25x70  WOODEN BATTENS cc300
45  WOODEN BATTENS cc600 / INSTALLATIONS
25  ACOUSTIC FIBREGLASS BOARD 
3 WHITE ACOUSTIC PLASTER

2 WALL
3.5  CORTEN STEEL PANELS, 
  8mm gap joint, hidden attachment 
40  ATTACHMENT PROFILES
25  STEEL PROFILES, VERTICAL
8  WIND PROTECTION BOARD
70  MINERAL WOOL / WOODEN BATTENS 
195  MINERAL WOOL / WOODEN STUD VERTICAL cc600 
 VAPOR BARRIER
100  CROSS-LAMINATED TIMBER
45  MINERAL WOOL / WOODEN BATTENS cc600
13  GYPSUM BOARD PAINTED WHITE

3 FLOOR

20  CAST-IN-PLACE TERRAZZO, LIGHT-GRAY PIGMENT
 CHIPS FROM RED BOHUS GRANITE
220 REINFORCED CONCRETE 
 / HYDRONIC UNDERFLOOR HEATING 
300  GROUND INSULATION
200  MACADAM
 FIBER COVERING

1

2

VD1

3
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Isometric view 

Wall & window

Cross-Laminated Timber

Vertical steel profile

Mineral wool

Corten steel panel

Headrail sliding shutter

Hidden attachment profile

3- glass window,
safety glass

Sliding shutter
perforated corten

Bottom rail sliding shutter

Drop apron, corten steelSheet metal cover
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VD1 Window & sliding shutter
1. Concealed blackout curtain
 Electric motor

2. Headrail Sliding Shutter
 Carrier profile with electric motor

3. Perforated Corten screen
 Round staggered pattern
 Perforation Ø 8mm, cc distance 13 mm
 Open area 46%

4. Fixed window
 3-glass window, safety glass

5. Window frame 
 Black aluminium cladding RAL 9005

6. Interior wall
 Gypsum board, wall putty & painted white 

VD1 Window & sliding shutter

Scale 1:10 (A4)
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VD2 Ground & wall

Scale 1:10 (A4)
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3.5  CORTEN STEEL PANEL
40  ATTACHMENT PROFILES
25  STEEL PROFILES VERTICAL
8  WIND PROTECTION BOARD
70  MINERAL WOOL / WOODEN BATTENS
195  MINERAL WOOL / WOODEN STUD cc600 
 VAPOR BARRIER
100  CROSS-LAMINATED TIMBER 
45  MINERAL WOOL / WOODEN BATTENS cc600
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VD2 Ground & wall
6. Cast-in-place terrazzo 
 light-gray pigment, 
 chips from on-site Red Bohus Granite

7. Steel profile for wall-protection, 
 integrated & covered with wall putty 

8. Mounting hardware

9. Sill plate insulation

10. Drop apron in Corten steel

11. Hydronic underfloor heating

12. Corten steel panel

13. Macadam

14. Drainage

15. Ground insulation

16. Exterior plaster, painted black
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SummaryEp
ilo

gu
e

The leading topic of this master’s thesis has 

been the relationship created between ar-

chitecture and its surrounding landscape, 

exploring how architecture can contribute to 

enhance the experience of a nature reserve 

and its cultural values. The aim of Pavilion 

Stångehuvud has been to highlight the collec-

ted identity of the surrounding landscape, al-

lowing both visible and invisible values of the 

site to influence the design. By recognising 

and finding influence in the traces of human 

activities that historically has shaped, shatte-

red and saved the landscape - Pavilion Stång-

ehuvud allows these stories to merge with the 

present-day experience of the nature. Inviting 

all visitors to a deeper understanding of the 

landscape and to gather around the vestiges 

of stone. 

The initial theoretical studies laid a founda-

tion for the understanding of how enhancing 

intangible values can become the key for 

linking a visitor to a site, anchoring the ar-

chitecture in the landscape and portraying an 

answer to the thesis question. Using studies 

of Finn Werne, describing how landscapes 

responds to the topophilic and cosmophilic 

visitor (Werne, 1987), Pavilion Stångehuvud 

aims to enhance both the visible and invisible 

values of the site. By allowing these values 

to inspire and become the foundation for the 

design strategies of the project, a tectonic in-

tent could become anchored in the cultural 

historical values of the site. Studies of built 

references portrayed tangible examples of 

methods for linking architecture and landsca-

pe. Projects of different scale and focus inspi-

red the design through shape, construction, 

function and materiality.

Through studies of the human activities of 

Stångehuvud a portrait larger than that of the 

visible traces grew strong. Portraying a col-

lective spirit of the landscape unifying Calla 

Curman and the community of stonemasons 

in the importance of gatherings and commu-

nity. This inspired the function program of the 

Pavilion, combining community space with 

exhibition. With the aim of creating spaces 

for contemporary meetings between visito-

rs and locals - surrounded by an exhibition 

of natural, historical and cultural values of 

Stångehuvud. 

An important part of the design process was 

to also allow the sometimes brutal visible tra-

ces of the stone industry to influence the de-

sign, tectonics and materiality of the building. 

Acknowledging these traces in the landscape 

by studying the methods and tools of the sto-

nemasons and the characteristics of the bo-

hus granite. The discarded stone blocks inspi-

ring the solid volumes, a weathering corten 

exterior linking to the rusting tools left in the 

landscape and the perforated window-cove-

rings giving a dynamic expression; glimme-

ring like the granite. Creating a connection 

between the buildings tectonics and the con-

flicting history of the stone industry that in 

many ways has shaped (and shattered) Stång-

ehuvud, but remains an important part of its 

identity.

To position the building in the landscape, 
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site-studies and readings of Jonathan Hill’s 

Weather architecture created an understan-

ding for using the sites’ prerequisites to influ-

ence the design. Recognising the shape and 

topography of the site, as well as invisible 

factors of weather, climate and movements. 

The shifting experience of visits to the nature 

reserve, depending on the intangible effects 

of weather, season and time, inspired interior 

and exterior qualities of the Pavilion. Inter-

weaving the movements through the building 

with the function of the exhibition, and cre-

ating a dynamic yet protected exterior with-

standing (and changing with) the forces of 

time and climate.

Reflecting upon the work and method of this 

masters thesis it in multiple ways portrays a 

personal journey. Where my connections to 

the site created specific prerequisites as well 

as unexpected findings (see fig. 19). A perso-

nal connection portraying one of many sto-

ries of Stångehuvud, in some ways inevitably 

influencing the direction and material pre-

sented in this masters thesis.

Creating a connection between building, tec-

tonics and landscape became a balancing act 

between sensitivity and motivation - where 

the findings in historical studies of the speci-

fic site gave motivation for a building to find 

its function, place and shape in the landsca-

pe. This design process made me realise the 

importance of allowing the multiple qualities 

Reflection

of the landscape to lead the way, using traces 

of human activity to bridge between landscape 

and architecture. 

The work with this project has given me new 

insights to the bond created between landsca-

pe, visitor and architecture. Despite my previo-

us connections, the deeper knowledge I have 

gained about Stångehuvud has given me a 

stronger understanding not only for the values 

of the site, but also for how architecture can 

be positioned in relation to these. Where the 

challenge is to first create a perception of the 

landscape, to develop tools for investigation 

and then create architecture that captures and 

portrays an understanding for the landscape - 

mediating this to the visitor. 

The basis of this thesis project poses a lar-

ge question with no self-evident answer. The 

question of the relation created between archi-

tecture and landscape is and will always be a 

significant part of architecture practice. 

My hopes are that this project can contribu-

te to the preservation and presentation of the 

history and qualities of the site, highlighting 

the importance of both visible and invisible 

values. Where this thesis project portrays my 

reflections, strategies and thoughts on how ar-

chitecture can contribute to enhance the ex-

perience of the nature reserve of Stångehuvud. 
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